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WEDDING MUSICIANS IN PRIZRENSKA GORA, JUGOSLAVIA

Birthe Trærup

For Felix Hoerburger, Regensburg, on his sixtieth birthday, 9 December, 1976
One of the most remarkable instrumental ensembles which is still to be encountered
as a living tradition on the Balkan peninsula is the one consisting of drums and
oboe-shawms. The number and the combination of instruments is different from
district to district, just as the size of the instruments also varies, but the essential
thing is the similarity of their construction as well as of the character of the
music itself, which is unmistakably oriental.
In the present-day Jugoslavia drum-and-shawm ensembles are found in the
southern districts of Serbia, in particular around Gnjilane, Pec, Djakovica and
Prizren, as well as in many parts of Macedonia, but in former days they were much
more widely distributed. It cannot be determined with certainty just when the
instruments were brought into this area but iconographic evidence from the 14th
century in Serbian and Macedonian churches would suggest that they came in
the period before the Turkish occupation of the Balkan countries, apparently
with the gypsies 1 ). Similar ensembles occur also in Albania, Greece, Bulgaria and
Turkey. Outside Europe the area of their distribution stretches from West Africa
to East Asia and throughout the whole of this area there are obvious common
features in the music, its function and in the social position of the musicians.
The town of Prizren, with its surrounding districts, is an important centre of
drum-and-shawm music, and its practitioners are much in demand for the many
wedding feasts held throughout the summer especiaIly in Prizrenska Gora2 ). It
was in Gora that during a stay in the village of Vraniste in August 1959 I firs t
experienced this music in its proper setting, at a wedding of Slavic-Mohammedan Gorans 3 ). It was also on this occasion that I made the acquaintance of the
musicians who are still my informants, above all the brothers Feriz and Ramadan Osmani, hereafter simply referred to as Feriz and Ramadan. Since then I
have come to know many other musicians and especiaIly in the last two summers,
1975 and 1976, I have concentrated my attentions on drum-and-shawm music
and its performers. The folIowing presentation is based exclusively on conversations with the musicians and on my own observations.
The Instruments. The drum which is used in the Prizren area is a large cylin-
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drical drum with two skins stretched towards each other with V-Iacing, (see picture 5). It hangs from a strap over the left shoulder and is beaten with two drumsticks of different size, one a thick wooden stick which is curved at one end, the
other a thin switch. The people of Gora call the drum tupan 4 ) , whereas musicians
from Albanian villagesS) amongst thems elves use the Albanian designation loder 6 ).
Most drummers buy a cylinder from an instrument maker in Macedonia, e.g. in
Debar, Tetovo or Ki~evo, and finish making the drum themselves.
The shawm is large, ca. 53 cm.long - with head and mouthpiece up towards
60 cm. in all (see pictures 2 and 4). The instrument has seven finger-holes on the
upper side and one under, the mouthpiece is fitted with a double reed and a lipdisc, the tone is penetrating but full. The lo cal Goranish name is svirla 7), Albanian
cule and curle 8 ). All the shawm players that I asked had purchased their instruments from Avdi Imeri, musician and instrument maker in Tetovo in Macedonia.
I will not go further into the subject of the instruments, nor of the music itself, on thi s occasion since each requires a study to itself. I will just venture a
few remarks on the repertoire:
Repertoire. For the wedding processions the melodies played are partly those
associated with particular parts of the ceremonies, partly those belonging to the
ordinary repertoire of the district. The former are most often songs without words
but in many cases with an underlying story and with a specific function. They are
played in a free rhythm and the steps of the dance which the men perform to
them during the leisurely progress of the procession are entirely improvised. The
others are strophic songs or dance melodies, mainly from the Gorans', but also
from the Albanians', Turks', Macedonians' and gypsies' repertoires. The rhythm
is usually 2/40r 7/8 (3+2+2) and (2+2+3), and the dance steps which lead the
procession through the streets are always the same: two double steps to the right
and one the left. These steps are characteristic of the so-called women's dances,
(in which men can also participate) also when these are perforrned as ring-dances.
The real men's dances are always performed as ring-dances, either on the meadow
outside the village or on an open space between the houses. On these occasions
the shawm players sit on the grass or against the wall of a house whilst the
drummers go in to the circle of dancers. The men's dances are more complicated
than the women's and make use of such rhythms as 12/8 (2+2+3+2+3) and 13/8
(3+2+3+2+3) .
At some wedding celebrations there are held sports-games - the traditional
horse races and wrestling matches and in more recent times also football matches.
The drums and shawms are indispensable here as well and the progress of the
competition is reflected in the music.
As a special homage to the families of the bridegroom and the bride respectively, the two shawms play the so-called nibet 9), which consists of a long series
of songs. Anibet should actually comprise all the melodies of the wedding feast,
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including the music connected with the sports-games. Such a complete nibet
lasts in the neighbourhood of two hours, but most musicians cut it down, either
because they don't know all the old melodies, or because the tips are not generous
enough. When nibet is about to finish the drummers join in and bring the series
of songs to a conclusion together with the shawms.
The musicians. What I want to devote my attention to on this occasion, however, is neither the instruments nor the music but rather the people who play.
By means of conversations with many different musicians in their homes or
while practicing their profession out and around in the villages, I have tried to
gather knowledge of their way of life, their organization and their way of working. I was received everywhere with the greatest friendliness and a genuine spirit
of cooperation without which it would have been impossible to carry out the
investigation.
It is asserted in the literature on the subject, as well as in the oral communications of folk mus ic research workers, that drum-and-shawm music in Jugoslavia is exclusively performed by gypsies. I think I can claim personally to have
confirmed thi s belief, but it requires an explanation.
All the older musicians who now live in Prizren came originally from villages
in Gora and Opoje, two neighbouring distriets with respectively Slavic and AIbanian populations. There seems to me no doubt that racially the musicians
differ from the rest of the population. However, whenever I have asked if they
might be gypsies I have always received the most decidedly negative reply though only from the musicians, whereas the Gorans simply refer to them as
"the gypsies". The conclusion I have drawn from my conversations with various
musicians and their wives is that these people really are of gypsy descent but
that they have lived as isolated musician-families and have thus to a certain extent assimilated themselves with the people of the village. They have forgotten
the gypsy language and have adopted Goranish or Albanian as a mother-tongue
instead. There was nothing to prevent them from allowing them~elves to be called
gypsies officially but the general contempt and mistrust to which gypsies are subject - and especially the nomadic gypsies with which the settled musicians would
least like to be compared - ean understandably encourage their wish to hasten
the aIready begun proces s of assimilation with the more respected Goranish and
Albanian population. By far the greatest number of the musicians are Albanianspeak ing. In faet, the brothers Feriz and Ramadan Osmani and their children
are the last Goranian-born musicians. Their mother-tongue is Goranish, but when
Feriz left his native village Mlike in 1959 and moved to Prizren with his Albanianspeaking wife and their children Albanian became the family's language. The sons
still claim nevertheless, even after so many years, that Goranish is the language
that they master best. They regard themselves as Gorans but like their Albanianspeaking colleagues they have allowed thems elves to be officiaIly registered as
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Albanians. Much more important, however, is the fact that they are Mohammedans and that they thereby belong to a co mm unit y which cut s across national
and linguistic differences.
In former times, according to Ramadan, there was a musician-family in every
village. Feriz' and Ramadan's great-grandfather came from Topojan in Albania
and settled in the village of Zjum in Opoje. His son Bislim moved later to the
village of Mlike in Gora, which became the family home for the next couple of
generations. The older musicians were to a large extent also smiths, a craft which
was chiefly associated with gypsies. They made plows and axes, but when the
wedding season came such work was laid aside while they concentrated on music.
They did not go to school; musicians who are around 40 years of age today can
neither read nor write. Their sons are the first generation to begin a normal
school career lasting four to eight years. On the other hand, the younger generation has simply abandoned the handcraft of the smith and nearly all live exclusively from music. In the meantime all the musician-families have moved
from the villages. They have sold house and land and sheep and have settled on
the outskirts of Prizren. In these suburbs lives a mixed population of Albanians,
Turks, Serbs and gypsies and everyone speaks at least one language besides his
mother-tongue.
Organization. How many musicians are now resident in Prizren it is difficult
to say. I have so far recorded 75 names lO ) of people I have met and spoken with
but this is probably far under the true figure. The musicians organize themselves
in bands; one such is called tajfa 11) (see picture 1) and normally consists of six
members who are either master (Gor. majs tor, Alb. usta 12) or apprentice (cirak I3 ))
depending on their leading or accompanying function. The band is named after
the leading master and only with his forenarne. The Gorans say, for example,
"It is Feriz that is coming to the wedding on Friday" . The musical profession
is entirely dominated by family tradition and the musicianfamilies marry with
each other. Thus the bands consist of father, brothers, sons, nephews, sons-inlaw and other male relatives - never women. Eventually, as the family becomes
larger, the band is divided into two and a brother or a son assumes leadership of
the new group. In 1975 F eriz: band was as follows:
Feriz Osmani, shawm, master
b. 1928
Rafet Osmani, shawm, master
b. 1952, Feriz' son
Sadik Jashari, shawm, apprentice
b. 1959, a distant relative from Tetovo
Bislim Osmani, drum, master
b. 1954, Feriz' son
Refik Osmani, drum, apprentice
b. 1959. Feriz' son
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Hasan Xhogaj, drum, apprentice
b. 1955, Feriz' son-in-Iaw
Although a band normally has a fixed membership, there is for various reasons
a constant changing of members: an old musician dies or has not the strength
to continue playing, ayoung musician is called into military service or an apprentic e becomes a master and wants to form his own band. I have observed some of
these bands over a period of years and have seen how they change, how they
borrow musici ans from outside, as a rule from amongst the dosest family but
sometimes all the way from Tetovo in Macedonia, and how at large and demanding weddings they even combine with another band in order to attain a sufficiently large number of musicians.
The function ofthe individual. As stated, a normal Prizren-tajfa consists of six
musicians: three shawm players (Gor. svirladzija, Alb. culexhi) and three drummers (Gor. tupandzlja, Alb.lodraxhi)14). At least one of each group of instrumentalists must be a master. Whenever I have wanted to write down the members
of a band their names have, almost without exception, been dictated to me in a
very definite order: first the shawm players in the succession master - apprentice, then the drummers in the same way. The musicians themselves regard the
shawms as the leading instruments and the leader is always a shawm player. Not
all the musicians play at one time, however. The most usual combination, which
serves for the performance of music for processions and dancing, is two shawms
and two drums. One of the shawms functions as leader: it is this one that changes
melody and it is thi s one that plays the upper voice when they play in octaves
and it is this one that performs the improvisational passages in free rhythm over
the sustained drone of the accompanying shawm. The leading and accompanying parts are performed by master and apprentice respectively or, in certain
situations, by two masters or two apprentices. The same relationship applies to
the drummers. It is the leading drummer that sometimes undertakes rhythmic
improvisations while the other maintains the basic rhythm and-during the men's
dance, when both drummers go into the circle of dancers while the shawm players
remain on the outside, it is he who plays for the leading dancer. He himself dances
since he follows the leading dancer and excites him with his drumming.
While these four musicians are playing the two others hold themselves in readiness, prepared to substitute at a given signal. During the processions they remain
dose to the ones playing, the drummer ready to take over his colleague's drum,
the shawm player with his instrument under his arm (see picture 3). EspeciaIly
the shawm players replace each other often - the blowing is very strenuous.
The musician makes his substitute aware of his wish to rest with a glance or a
movement of the head and the other fits a mouthpiece to his instrument and
moves up beside him. For a few seconds they play together, after which the
place is relinquished in favour of the replacement. This all takes place quite un-
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obtrusivdy without the least interruption or disturbance of the music, which in
this way can continue for hours.
Some wedding feasts are on such a large scale that a single band cannot cope with
the work. In the village of Brod especially great demands are made on the musicians who must be constantly on hand for three days with only a few hours' rest
at night. For such a wedding it is necessary to engage more musicians, perhaps
two complete bands, twelve in all. With six shawms and six drums it is possibie
to work in three teams so there is time to rest. Nevertheless there are some musicians who do not like to play in Brod because they find the ceremonies too extensive and the whole character of the feast rather too wild and exhausting. But
how exciting those moments are when all twelve shawms and drums play together and emphasize with their ear-splitting noise the high points of the cdebrationsl
Training. There does not se em to be any sort of systematic teaching of the
young people 1S ). The musicians sometimes take their small sons along to a
wedding so that they can become familiar with both the mus ic and ceremonial
customs. I have observed such a little fellow at almost every wedding I have
attended, first in Vraniste in 1959 where Feriz brought his seven-year-old son
Rafet. I shall never forget the sight of the boy as he sat with his father during
the performance of nibet with the wail of the shawm in his ears. Sixteen years
later, in the summer of 1975, I saw him again in Prizren, now already a highlyregarded young master shawm player.
Ordinarily the musician-to-be begins with the drum. This is considered to be
easier than the shawm and is regarded also as a prerequisite for mastery of shawm
playing. It is the drum which invariably maintains the rhythmical foundation of
the music and only after he has really got this rhythm into his blood with a couple
of years' work as a drummer can the young musician switch over to the shawm,
the music of which sometimes seems to move hovering fredy about the rhythmic framework. He can begin to play the shawm at the age of 16 - not before,
since a child's lungs cannot stand the great strain it requires. To begin with he
is allowed to play the simpier things as a substitute, but eventually as he becomes
more confident he can also assume the leading part. When he has served an apprenticeship of two or three years he becomes a master and can perhaps form
his own band.
At the wedding feasts the apprentice's job is first and foremost that of attendant to the master, though once in a while he may also substitute for him. But
the important and difficult things are done by the master. He appears at the
climax of the ceremonies, he leads the music for the men's dances and it is his
prerogative to play the leading part in the demanding nibet.
It seems to be the normal course of things to begin as a drummer and then
after a few yearS to go over to playing the shawm. However many continue as
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drummers for a longer period of time, fifteen or twenty years, before changing
instruments and some continue throughout their lives. Only a few musicians
begin directly with the shawm without the introductory stage as drummer. The
playing-technique is acquired simply by observation and with the master's informal guidance, just as the repertoire is leamed by listening and playing along
with others. The young players practice but the more experienced keep their
skill up to the mark with the work itself.
(:azim Huseini, an old Goranish shepherd from the village of Kukuljane and
one of the best known flute players in the district, told me that he had taught
Feriz while they kept watch on the sheep in the fields between Kukuljane and
Mlike. Feriz had been about sixteen years old, his father was dead and he had
no one else to practice with at that time. Cazim played Goranish songs for him
on the short shepherd's flute supeljka 16) and taught him to blow and breathe
through the nose. When Feriz soon after began to play shawm with the master
Sait from Opoje he was already familiar with the breathing technique and a part
of the repertoire.
The Working Season. The musicians of Prizren play for all sorts of people as Ramadan expresses it: for Serbs, Catholics, Albanians, gypsies, Gorans and
Macedonians. Each village has its melodies and the musicians know them all.
Gora is their most important area of activity, however, because it is here that
the big weddings (svadba) are held, much more so than in the neighbouring AIbanian district of Opoje. The wedding season in Gora extends over the summer
months of July and August, but in Opoje and Prizren it continues into September. The circumcision feasts (sunet I7 )), which also use drum-and-shawm music,
are held in the same season. During this time feast follows feast, the musicians'
appointment books are over-filled, they try as much as possibIe to slip home
between engagements to rest up for a day, but often they are obliged to go directly from one feast to the next. Wedding-hosts who want to be sure of getting
a particular date are wise to contract for it nine months in advance.
A wedding normally lasts four days, which means that the musicians leave
home on Friday morning with the bus from Prizren to the village of Dragas in
Gora and from there out to the villages on foot or by taxi, which because of
the poor roads is usually ajeep. The ceremonies - that is, those of the ceremonies
that require musical accompainment - begin at noon with the reception of the
musicians and finish Monday morning with their departure. AIready on Tuesday
the next wedding begins. However, some wedding-hosts shorten the ceremonies
for reasons of economy.
Here, for example, are Feriz' appointments for the month of July. The list is
kept by his eldest son Rafet.
1/7
3/7

Circumcision in Rapca (Thursday to Friday evening)
Wedding in Vraniste (Saturday to Monday)
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7/7
10/7
15/7
17/7
20/7
24/7
27/7

Wedding in Kukuljane (Wednesday to Friday moming)
Wedding in Rapl:a (Saturday to Monday)
Cireumeision in Vraniste (Thursday to Friday aftemoon)
Wedding in Kukuljane (Saturday to Monday)
Wedding in Brod (Tuesday to Friday)
Wedding in Vraniste (Saturday to Monday)
Wedding in Dikanee (Tuesday to Friday)

Thus the summer is a very strenuous time for the musieians, but the rest of
the year, on the other hand, is more relaxed. The biggest festival is St. George's
Day (Gor. Djurdjien, Djurijen) at the beginning of May, at whieh the entire population of the villages gathers, and also the first of May eelebration, whieh is arranged by the municipality. On these occasions - as sometimes also at weddings
- sports-games with horse-racing, wrestling and football matches are held, all
of which require drum-and-shawm music. Music is also a part of the Mohammedan
festival bajram 18), which falls at varying times of year.
During winter nothing special takes place. "Then we rest", Feriz says, "we repair our mouthpieces and gather strength for the summer's exertions."
Economy, Living Conditions, Dress. One may wonder whether it is possibie
to manage economically on a summer's work, but it is a faet that very few Prizren
musicians have another job on the side. One or two make gramophone recordings,
but that is not a very profitable business. The fixed price for a wedding is 4000
dinars, on top of which one ean count on tips (baksis) 19) amounting perhaps to
1000 dinars 20 ), hence 5000 dinars in all to be divided among the musicians. A
certain amount, for example 300 dinars, is paid in advance when the appointment is made as a sort of guarantee. The balance is paid to the leader of the band
by the host when the wedding is over, immediately before the musicians depart.
I have not tried to estimate what their over-all income amounts to but I have
observed that they live comfortably and that the members of the family are welldressed and do not otherwise seem to want for anything. Feriz has a fine, large
house with many large rooms which are all beautifully painted and attractively
fumished. Here he lives with his wife, his three sons, two of whom are married
and have children, and two daughters who are not yet married and therefore
still live at home. One daughter, whose husband is a member of Feriz' band,
stavs with her parents the whole of the season. On the ground floor of the house
is the parlour where one receives guests and where, in accordance with Mohammedan custom, one sits on carpets or on cushions around the walls. On the floor
above there is a similar parlour and another room fumished with two divans, a
sofa-tab le, upholstered easy-chairs, two large cupboards, carpet. Everything
gleams and shines. In another building across the courtyard there are several
large bedrooms for the family with beds and white embroidered sheets and pillowcases. In the courtyard is an attractive and substantial outdoor kitchen with
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glass walls and with an eleetrie stove. The house is also provided with a radio,
a tape-reeorder and television.
The women are clothed in colourfulloose-fitting trousers and gold-embroidered
vests, as is customary with Mohammedan families in Prizren (see pieture 7). The
men wear ordinary trousers and shirts, though only whilethey are at home. When
they go out to play they dress in Goranish costume - dark brown or white woolen
trousers, shirts (usually ordinary ready-made manufacture) and a woolenjacket
with elbow-Iength arms. About the waist they have a colourful woven belt and
the shawm players wear in addition a heavy wide leather belt (silah) 21) to give
support to the abdomen since the blowing ean result in a rupture. an their feet
they wear home-knitted pattemed stockings and on their heads round flat-topped
felt hats around which are wound se arves in which the wedding-guests can stick
bank-notes. And finally the shawm players wear a string around their necks with
ready-to-use mouthpieces (piStanika) 22). They wear this eostume partly because
it is neeessary to be warmly dressed sinee even in summer it can be very cold in
the mountains. The shawm is kept in a patterned, knitted case (kaluf) 23) whieh
their wives knit for them and from the shepherds they buy a sack made of sheep
or calf skin (tardzuk, jandzik) 24), in which they place the shawm, a sweater and
other neeessary items.
Disadvantages with the Work. The oecupation of musician involves various
risks. Shawm-playing is regarded as being harmful to the health, in particular it
eauses headaehe and pains in the chest. When I came to Prizren inJune, 1975
Feriz was in the hospital with a lung illness caused by the blowing. He was sent
home with instruetions to rest for a month and as aresult, incidentally, I had a
chance to have a number of conversations with him which would otherwise have
been impossible in the musicians' busy season. Feriz told me that the cheeks become stretched and enlarged with blowing, they become softer and thinner and
it hurts when one begins to play again after a period of inaetivity. Then it helps
to rinse the mouth with brandy. (This explained why Feriz sometimes took a
mouthful of brandy and spit it out again.) As mentioned earlier, the strenuous
blowing ean also induee arupture, which is why it is neeessary to wear the heavy
leather belt (silah). But there are also other draw-backs assoeiated with shawmplaying. For instance, it is dangerous for the musieians' teeth if one of the
daneers should bump his instrument with an arm or a bottle while he is playing.
I myself have seen a musician get a splinter of glass from a brandy bottle in
the eye, whieh thereafter beeame very swollen. But it is not only the shawm
players who are exposed to danger. Ramadan told me that his grandfather, who
was a drummer in Mlike and had a very large drum, had died of exhaustion
while he played.
Nevertheless, many musicians continue to play well up in years. Rasim Berisha,
68, and J akup Manxhuki, 74, are still going strong and have no intention of
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stopping for the time being. The famous Xhemo from GloboCica was still playing
when he was 100 years old.
The Story of Ja kup 's Shawm. The well-known shawm player Jakup Manxhuki
has six sons, all of whom are musicians. Three of them are with him, a fourth is
a member of another band and two are together in the band of the eldest son
Rexhep (see picture 6). In the course of a visit with these two, Rexhep and Kamber, they told me the following story, which reveals something of the importance
of his instrument to a musician.
"Our father J akup is the most famous shawm player in Gora, the most skillful.
He had a shawm which he had been given by his mother's brother. But one time
when he was playing in Albania he fell in love with a shawm belonging to Musa
from Novosele and he asked Musa if he would trade shawms with him. Musa
would willingly trade, but demanded in addition a watch-chain with watch, a
silver ring, asilah and a gold piece, and my father, who desperately wanted this
shawm which came from Istanbul, did not hesitate to give Musa from Novosele
everything he asked for. He gave him the lot and returned home with the shawm,
crossing the Albanian border at GloboCica. And when he had come home to Jugoslavia with it he worked on it and made it even better than it had been before
and its reputation spread far and wide.
When Musa from Novosele heard how splendid the shawn had become he became envious and dispatched four men to waylay and attackJakup and if necessary kill him to get the shawm back from him. At that time our father played
with his brother Hamit. When they realized what was ab out to happen they
worked out a ruse. Jakup and Hamit exchanged shawms and in thi s way dup ed
Musa's emissaries so that they took the wrong shawm away with them. Jakup
escaped from this adventure with his life intact and played on his famous shawm
for nearly fifty years. He has it with him to this day as a keepsake and he wouldn't
sell it even if he got fifty million 2S ) for it because he wants to keep it as a permanent reminder of his early youth when he began to play on this shawm."
A Little About the Famous Master Xhemo 26). Everywhere one goes one hears
about Xhemo Oakup's mother's brother) from the village of GloboCica in Gora.
He is spoken of as the greatest master of the shawm, not only in Gora but also
in the old Albania and in Macedonia. He even travelIed to Turkey and stayed
there a month or two at a time playing at weddings and annual markets, and
everywhere he enjoyed the greatest admiration. He lived to be very oId, reputedly
llO, and Rasim Berisha, who was his pupil, says that he was still playing when
he was a hundred years old. He could play all the tunes, both old and new, Goranish as well as Albanian, Macedonian and Turkish. It is also said to be he who
created the Goranish nibet and made up many of its songs, some of which are
to this day obligatory for the performance of thi s two-hour-Iong sequence of
melodies for two shawms. Especially famous are two songs which tell about the
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deaths of Xh,emo's sons and about his second marriage, respectively.
Xhemo had two sons who were also musicians. One was called Maliq and was
obviously his favourite since the song is named after him. Under the Austrian
occupation during the first World War Cora suffered great deprivation and people
starved. Xhemo decided to get food for his family and despite the fact that it was
mid-winter he and his sons rode over Sar Planina to Tetovo, eamed some money
by playing, filled their sacks with grain and started on the homeward joumey.
As they came up into the mountains they were caught in a frightful snowstorm
and both sons froze to death. Maliq died the day after his brother; his horse did
not move from his side but held watch over his body for three days. Then Xhemo
buried them both at D~indi Beg where their graves can still be seen. The parents
mourned the loss of their sons deeply; their mother died of grief, but Xhemo composed a song which describes the whole tragic event and in particular the suffering
and death of his favourite son Maliq. The song is without words but is perforrned
entirely instrumentally , primarily in nibet, but also during the wedding processions.
Xhemo's song (gor. Dfemova pesma) tells how Xhemo won a girl's love with
his music. Sometime after the deaths of his sons he was again in the old Albania
to play at a wedding and he played on that occasion the song about their unhappy
fate. Ayoung gypsy gid was passing by in the woods at that moment and heard
the music. It made a deep impression on her, so deep that she fell in love with the
master on the spot and decided to follow him. They were married soon after . A
particular tum in the melody indicates the moment when Xhemo winks at the
girl and the shawm player himself calls attention to it with a wink.
That Xhemo was also a musician of unusual strength and endurance is shown
by the story of the wager. Xhemo once made a bet with a farmer in the village
of Mamu~a not far from Prizren. The farmer was about to thresh his wheat, in
the old-fashioned way with horses, and Xhemo suggested that the farmer should
carry out this operation while at the same time he, Xhemo, would play without
stopping until all the grain had been brought into the barn. If Xhemo could hold
out to the last, he should get all the grain, but if he was forced to give up he
agreed to give the farmer his shawm and two gold coins. The contest began. First
they sprayed the threshi~g area, then they arranged the sheaves and the horses
were set to running around in the grain. After this the whole lot had to be dried
in the wind and Xhemo continued to play while they did all this without ever
taking the instrument from his mouth. He was still playing when they drove the
threshed grain into the granary - what 's more, he even managed to urinate without interrupting his performance. He played continuously for five hours and one
of his eyes became blood-shot from the exertion but he did not stop before all
the grain had been loaded into sacks and deposited in the granary. This is how
Xhemo won the wager and the farmer gave him all the grain and had it sent to
his home.
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These stories about Xhemo have been told to me by several different people,
usually in so fragmentary and incoherent a way that it has been difficult to find
out what they really meant. The best version is the one I got from Kamber Manxhuki. What I have related above is a conflation of all these diverse accounts.
However, I would like to include a word-for-word transcription of a conversation
in order to show by means of a single example how an informant may formulate
his thoughts.

Conversation with Feriz Osmani about Xhemo
Bie 7 ):
Feriz:
Bit:
Feriz:

Bit:
Feriz:
Bit:
Feriz:

Bit:
Feriz:

Bit:
Feriz:
Bit:
Feriz:
Bit:
Feriz:
Bit:
Feriz:
Bit:
Feriz:

What exactly was he called ?
Xhemo.
Where did he come from?
He was from Globocica. He was the best master. He played all songs
both old and new. He lived ninety years. He played all the time. In
Turkey he was the best player.
Did he go to Turkey from here?
Ves, he went to Turkey and played there.
And carne back?
Then he came back here again and played. He also played in the old
Albania, and was the best. He had two sons and the two sons died
of starvation under Austria, they had nothing to eat. He made up a
song about his son. When he was young he could play for five hours
without stopping.
Nibet?
Nibet. No, not nibet! You know, when one threshes the grain with
horses in the old-fashioned way. They did it all and he played without stopping for five hours. His eye becarne a little blood-shot from
playing. He was the best master. He kept on playing until they were
finished and were read y to put the grain into sacks.
And his sons?
His sons played too, but they died young.
Was Xhemo also a drummer?
Only a shawm player.
Were there other Gorans than he among the musicians?
Now there is me, Feriz.
Are there others than you and Ramadan?
There have been, but they are dead. When Xhemo died I took his
place and I becarne Gora's master.
Have you played together with him?
No, I was little, I was 12-13 years old. But I have se en him and I
remember him. He played with my father.
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Bit:
Feriz:
Bit:
Feriz:
Bit:
Feriz:
Bit:
Feriz:
Bit:
Feriz:

Bit:
Feriz:
Bit:
Feriz:
Bit:
Feriz:
Bit:
Feriz:
Bit:
Feriz:

Bit:
Feriz:
Bit:
Feriz:

Bit:
Feriz:

.How long was he away in Turkey? Was it for a whole winter or did
he just go and come right back?
He played there for a month or two and then came back. He went to
weddings, annual markets, to everything.
Did he buy his shawm in Turkey or in Macedonia?
He bought it in Turkey.
Does it still exist?
I don't know, he didn't have children any more, maybe his family
threw it away.
Is there more to tell about him?
Well, I don't know. Ves, do you know what he was like? He was like
this boxer, Muhammed Ali! That's what he was like.
There was a woman who ran away with him. What was that story?
When he was young he went to the old Albania and there he made up
a song. This woman came, heard the song and straight away feU in
love with the master and he married her.
Did he kno w this woman or gid?
He didn't know her, but when she heard how beautifully he played
she followed him.
Were the two who die d in the mountains her sons then?
No, they were sons of the first wife. He had two wives.
At the same time?
At the same time, two wives. The first was older and this one was
young.
And now this song is played ... ?
It is played all over Gora, everyone like this song. They say: Play
Xhemo's song. You have also recorded it on your tape-recorder.
How did it happen that his son died?
His son died under Austria because they had no food. He went to
Tetovo to fetch grain and then they came up into the mountains,
Sar Planima. It snowed furiously and they froze to death. Afterwards he made up a song ab out the son, how he came there,
how he suffered and was racked with pain.
Do you mean that they did not get to Tetovo?
They got there and got the grain and were on the way home.
Is thi s song only for shawm or is it also a song with words?
It is certainly a song for shawm, that's the way we heard it but it
may be that there are some who sing it. It is played at nibet and as
we go, both his son's song and Xhemo's song.
What do you mean "as we go"?
I mean, when there is something beautiful, I mean - how can I say
it - when people want to hear it.
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Bit:
Feriz:

At weddings, or ... ?
At weddings, mostly at weddings. - This is Gora's master, Feriz,
speaking. After Xhemo that is me.

In Gora one cannot imagine a proper wedding without drums and shawms. The
Gorans have taken this musie to their hearts. During the festivities it lends lustre
to the processions and the men's danee is unthinkable without it. Nevertheless
it is my impression that only very few really understand the musie and its baekground. Of eourse the people, both men and women, know the loeal melodies,
but there is so mueh else in the musie that is strange to them. Only a few of the
old men ean remember anything about the nibet songs and their stories. They ean
also tell about the old masters and their fabulous skill and about the young masters
who ean no longer play all the melodies that belong to the ceremonies. The musicians are in possession of a eertain amount of knowledge but it takes time and
patienee to find it out. Many eonversations with many musicians are required
still before one ean form a trustworthy and differentiated pieture of this interesting people and its music.

Translated by John Bergsagel
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rs and
1. A band of musician s (tajfa) playing at a wedding . Two drumme

. The
two shawms are at work while a substitut e holds himself in rearuness
boy on the left is the son of one of the musician s. Brod 1975.

2. Beqir Hoxhaj, an old master from Opoje. Vraniste
1960.

3. Rafet Osmani takes a rest. Note the heavy leathe
belt (silah) and the necklace with ready-to -play
mouthpi eces pi!tanika. Rafet is the eldest son of
the Goranish master Feriz Osmani. Brod 1975.
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4. Feriz Osmani playing his oboe-shawm (svir/a). Kukuljane 1976.

5. Drummers during the decent from
the mountain J elica to the village 28 ).
Brod 1976.
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6. Rexhep Manxhuki in his home.
He is a dervish, a member of an
islamic mystical-religious brotherhood. Prizren 1975.

7. y oung wives af musicians of
Feriz Osmani's household in
front of his house. Prizren 1975.

8. Feriz Osmani repairing the
mouthpiece of his oboe-shawm.
Prizren 1975.
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Notes
l)
2)

3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

11)
12)
13)
14)

15)

16)

17)
18)

19)
20)
21)

22)
23)
24)
25)
26)
27)
28)

Hoerburger 1954.
Prizrenska Gora is a mountainous district on the north-west side of Sar Planina. The
population is Mohammedan, the language is a Slavic dialect related to Serbian and
Macedonian. See Lutovac 1955, Ristovski 1969 and Trærup 1975.
See Trærup 1963 and Hoerburger 1968.
Other designations in Serbian and Macedonian are bubanj, gol, tapan.
The populations of these villages belong to the Albanian minority in J ugoslavia.
loder or lodri!, definite form,lodra; in Kosovo also daulle from Turkish davul.
Other designations in Jugoslavia are zurla, zurle, zurna, surla, surle
Definite form cula, curla.
Also nebet, from Turkish n6bet, cf. Arabic nuba, a large cyclic form.
I have been very much in doubt as to how I should spell the names but have finally decided to use Albanian orthography since the musicians are Albanian-speaking and registered as Albanians, even the few that come from Gora. The musicians themselves
have no particular opinion about how their names ought to be written. Place-names
are written with Serbian and Albanian orthography respectively, and the same applies
to foreign words. All this may seem confusing to the reader, but on the other hand it
gives a vivid impression of the national and linguistic multiplicity in the area.
From Turkish tayfa - band, troop.
(Persian) from Turkish usta - master, artist.
(Persian) from Turkish clrak - apprentice.
The words are made up of the instrument's name +the Turkish suffix - ci. The Albanian
word adds the syllable -ja in the definite form: culexhija, lodraxhija. Note that the
Albanian xh, the Serbian /Goranish dl and the Turkish c are all pronounced likej in
the English name John.
Both Bromse (p. 67) and Arbatsky (p. 10), however, write of systematic instruction
so I will inves tigate this matter further on my next visit to Prizren. Arbatsky, incidentally , describes in a very lively manner his time as a pupil of the drummer Medmed from
Spinadija near Prizren fort y years ago.
A ca. 30 cm long end-blown flute with six holes on the top and one on the underside.
The oriental technique of breathing used on the shawm is also used on the flutes
Iupeljka and kaval.
(Arabian) from Turkish sunnet - circumcision. The Mohammedan boys are circumcised
at the age of 5-8.
From Turkish bayram. Two feasts a year are held: Ramazanski bajram, which concIudes
the month of fasting, and Kurban-bajram. The feasts are ordered according to the
Mohammedan calendar.
(Persian) from Turkish bah$~ - gift, tip.
A Danish crown is worth ca. 3 dinars, a U.S. dollar ca. 17 dinars.
(Arabian) abbreviation of bensilah, from Turkish belsilahl - a broad Ieather belt which
has some pockets in front intended for papers, money, tobacco-pouch, knife, weapons,
etc.
A necklace with mouthpieces, from Goranish pistanik - mouthpiece.
(Persion) from Turkish k,l,! - case.
Tardzuk, from Turkish tagarclk;jandlik from Turkish, yanClk.
This is expressed in old dinars, which is still a custom among the people. The amount
corresponds to half a million new dinars.
Goranish D!emo, abbreviated form of Dlemaludin, Dlemal, from Turkish Ceml1ZUddin.
Bit = Birthe Trærup.
Photograph No. 5 is tak en by Jørgen Schou-Pedersen, the others by the author.
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RESUME
Musikken for store trommer og oboskalmejer har et vigtigt centrum i byen Prizren og dennes
omegn, navnlig Prizrenska Gora har bud efter dens udøvere til de mange bryllupsfester sommeren igennem_ Musikken er knyttet til bryllupsoptogene, til mændenes og kvindernes danse
og til de traditionelle sportslege, desuden spiller de to skalmejer alene en sangrække nibet
som underholdning for lbryllupsgæsterne. Musikerne stammer fra landsbyer i de to muhammedanske naboområder Cora og Opoji!, men er nu alle bosat i Prizren. De synes at være af sigøjneræt, men har assimileret sig med henholdsvis den slaviske og den albanske befolkning, især
sidstnævnte. Musikerne organiserer sig i bander, en sådan kaldes tajJa og består normalt af
seks medlemmer, som er henholdsvis mester og lærling alt efter deres ledende eller ledsagende funktion. Musikerhåndværket er helt og holdent præget af familietradition .. Den mest
almindelige sammensætning, som tjener til udførelse af processionsmusik og dansemusik, er
to skalmejer og to trommer. De to andre musikere er afløsere. Almindeligvis begynder den
vordende musiker med trommen for senere eventuelt at gå videre med skalmejen. Når han
har været lærling i to-tre år, bliver han mester og kan danne sin egen tajja. Lederen af en
tajJa er altid skalmejeblæser. Sommeren med dens mange bryllupper og omskærelsesfester
er en krævende periode for musikerne, men resten af året er til gengæld mere rolig. De medvirker ved St. Georgsdagsfesten og 1. majfesten og ved de muhammedanske bajram-fester.
Tidligere var mange musikere også smede, men nu lever de næsten alle udelukkende af musikken. Mange bliver ved som aktive musikere højt op i alderen, skønt skalmejespillet anses
for at være meget skadeligt for helbredet. Instrumenterne købts hos instrumentmagere i
Makedonien.

